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ABSTRACT

1

Industry 4.0 is transforming industrial automation systems into
increasingly complex cyber-physical systems (CPS). In particular,
there is a need to integrate systems across horizontal and vertical
layers across industrial and disciplinary domains. The development of industrial CPS requires not only high-level configuration
and control at the execution system level, but also offline and online engineering (OOE) work, including mechanical and electrical
engineering of the devices, their installation, networking, and documentation. Using DevOps, a collection of modern software lifecycle
management tactics, we propose to build an integrated platform
to manage the OOE tasks. Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipelines and Infrastructure as Code, which are key
aspects of DevOps, coordinate the building, testing, and deployment
of software services. To bring the corresponding benefits of pure
software systems to industrial CPS, we integrate engineering tasks
using distributed version control and the W3C Web of Things. As a
proof of concept, we implemented the concept for a mock system
that includes the OOE tasks in a process automation scenario. The
DevOps platform provides a structured transfer and exchange of
engineering knowledge among stakeholders involved in industrial
CPS.

The engineering of industrial automation systems employs a distinct service-oriented architecture [37] to manage modular, interoperable, and reusable components in the control of complex cyberphysical systems (CPS) by separating concerns. Offline and online
engineering (OOE) [14] accounts for a substantial fraction of the
workflow in the development of industrial CPS. In particular, manual tasks such as construction design, installation, wiring, and verification of kinematic behavior require extensive human intervention
(Figure 1) dealing with semantically overlapping engineering models [20]. The recent organizational efforts in a common industrial
framework, such as the OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) standards, are being made to guarantee the interoperability between
their operational units.However, the obstacles to integrating data
from different engineering disciplines are the isolated and heterogeneous vocabularies developed in individual engineering disciplines
and the use of engineering tools with diverging data models and
representation formats [43]. For these reasons, OOE tasks remain
highly empirical and time-consuming for engineers, as they manually identify, collect, and verify all the necessary information.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software development process
management; • Information systems → Information integration;
Web applications; • Human-centered computing → Collaborative content creation.
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Figure 1: Cross-disciplinary offline and online engineering.
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PnP Components

installing and commissioning them [40]. As the Open Process Automation Forum (OPAF) has formulated in the O-PAS standards the
requirements to streamline field device commissioning processes,
OOE requires the most extensive human efforts during the development.For example, when determining the physical location of
devices and their wiring (power, data, and control cables), the surrounding conditions of the device (e.g., obstacles and the relative
position to other devices) as well as its functional requirements
(e.g., kinematic behaviour) must be considered to avoid interference
with other equipment and people around.
IEC 62337 defines that mechanical and electrical checks precede
the commissioning of field devices in an industrial automation system.However, depending on the components to be (re-)installed,
(re-)placed, or (re-)configured in the workflow, the development
process may cause changes that propagate to other system components of any disciplinary domain (“ripple effects”). As a concrete
example, when the reorganization of an assembly line involves
moving a robot arm from one place to another, this requires (𝑖.)
manual tasks that are executed to dismount/remount the robot
physically and arrange its wiring as well as documenting the setup,
(𝑖𝑖.) verifying the required functionality of the robot at the new
installation, (𝑖𝑖𝑖.) establishing the communication channel between
the robot and its controller, (𝑖𝑣.) modification and testing of the
motion control logic of the robot to adapt it to its new task in the
new environment, and (𝑣.) modification of the automation flow to
re-integrate the
robot
in Planning
the execution
system. This OOE process
Enterprise
Resource
(ERP) & Cloud Applications
of the
robot
requires
coordination
between
with
constraints
Manufacturing execution system (MES) & Supervisory control and data(𝑖.-𝑣.)
acquisition
(SCADA)
stating under what conditions they Industrial
should be executed. The reconEthernet SW
IP Gateway
figuration
of the motionMedia
control logic
will require to know the way
Router
Middleware
Storage
the robot has been mounted,
and vice-versa; the PLC
remounting task
needs toPLCknow about the constraints of the motion controller; and
if modifications are made during any Remote
ofI/Othese processes, all other
affected operations need to be re-verified.
An interdependency between system components materializes
during an online engineering process to interface the system comHVAC
Power Distributor
Camera
RF Reader
Robots
CNC
ponents physically or logically. Hence, the dependencies often span
Building Automation
AIDC Automation
Process Automation
across different disciplinary domains and do not necessarily follow a linear pattern; rather, they induce the necessity of cyclic
coordination of the corresponding tasks to fulfill the (final) requirements. Furthermore, the heterogeneity in the system architecture

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Industrial automation systems are becoming highly complex due to
the need of cross-domain integration, such as building automation,
automatic identification and data capture, and process automation
as shown in Figure 2. Coordination of OOE tasks is particularly
important in managing such complex infrastructure of industrial
CPS and the workflow of the development process. In this section,
we present the three core concepts in our work and their related
work.
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Offline and Online Engineering

Historically, the term “offline engineering” has been used to refer
to engineering work carried out by engineers whereas there are
no actual devices [47] (i.e., conceptualization and design), and “online engineering” for engineering work to bring devices online by
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Disciplinary Domains

Various stakeholders are involved in the design and operation of
industrial CPS as seen in Figure 3. As envisioned in the Charter for
Work and Learning in Industry 4.0 [1], safe, fair and self-determined
work for humans should be focused on the three central pillars of
people, organisation, and technology, given the ongoing digital transformation. Despite the technological innovation in the context of
Industry 4.0, the evident importance of human aspects integration
in operations processes has been underinvestigated in research to
date [38]. This lack of human factors aspects in research induces
pitfalls that lead to innovation without due attention to Humanin-the-Loop (HITL) operations. Optimization of HITL operations,
especially regarding OOE, is inevitable to evolve an industrial automation system into truely interconnected CPS. A key challenge
for realizing integrated coordination and management of engineering tasks is thus collaboration between humans with different roles
and disciplines [8, 38].
Meanwhile, the concept of DevOps was created to counter the
similar problems of HITL management in software development.
We therefore propose to adopt DevOps for multi-disciplinary human roles integration in industrial CPS to streamline the OOE
process. We leverage existing automation tools across the industrial automation and DevOps domains by describing the industrial
CPS infrastructure in machine-readable formats. This establishes
similar pipelines for different organizational and technical roles
of humans and their heterogeneous tasks they must undertake. In
this paper, we demonstrate our concept by building an DevOps
platform that coordinates OOE tasks at the field level and ensures
consistency over the task lifecycle. Concretely, we apply the proposed method to conceptualize, install, configure, and commission
a mock manufacturing line. This example allows us to evaluate the
OOE process integration from a practitioner’s perspective.
In the rest of the paper, we first introduce the core concepts
in our approach with related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we
elaborate the proposed OOE integration through DevOps. In Section 4, we present key ingredients of the concept specific to the
disciplinary domains. In Section 5, we explain our implementation
in the mock system and verify the concept. In Section 6, we discuss
the constraints and the challenges. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper and provides an outlook.
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Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical integration in industrial
CPS.
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appends another dimension of complexity to the interdependencies.
For example in the deployment of software components, while a
loosely-coupled and hybrid interface structure allows the dynamic
deployment of the logic and configurations, a tightly-coupled and
on-device interface structure requires a time-consuming process to
reconfigure the control system and the mechanical subsystem [34].
The identification and resolution of these interdependencies
necessitate collaboration among the engineers; however, there is
no structured and systematic way of achieving this. As of today,
resolutions of these dependencies are done through discussions
via phone calls, exchanging (e)mails, chat messages, issue tracker
systems, or as part of in-person meetings [35, 42, 46]. Hence, the
management of task executions and dependency resolution is an
inevitable element during the development process of industrial
CPS. To this end, we aim to establish a mechanism that allows
for structured knowledge exchange of the OOE process in order
to identify and seek solutions to dependencies between system
components.

2.2

Multi-Disciplinary Workflow Management

In general, development processes of industrial CPS are carried
out by an organization of people with different roles (e.g., owners,
domain experts, and technicians) and responsibilities (e.g., facilities,
electrical, mechanical, network/IT, and software engineering). Such
heterogeneity both in the organizational and disciplinary domains
requires different domain experts and technicians to collaborate
with each other [8]. These stakeholders participate in different
development phases as shown in Figure 3.
Table 1: Responsibility in engineering disciplines
Discipline

Responsibility

Facilities

Design, construction, and maintenance of the
facility (building) consisting of Building
Automation components and floor plans.
Electrical Installation of electrical system in the facility
conforming the safety regulations and functional
requirements.
Mechanical Installation, configuration, calibration, and
validation of mechanical field equipment such as
robotic arms, CNC machines, belt conveyors, etc.
Network Installation of network appliances for the
& IT
industrial fieldbus and/or TCP/IP network for the
(Softinterlink in the shopfloor, and the management of
the network and the IT systems (e.g., MES,
ware)
SCADA, ERP, etc.).
Although engineers from different disciplines are responsible for
their own parts of the project (Table 1), it is important to recognize
that the boundaries of responsibility (and the limits of authority)
are blurred because of the complex intertwining and interdependencies of components, tasks, and processes in the system. As a
result, the engineers are required to be multi-disciplinary, but the
lack of domain knowledge may lead to a poorly documented system [39]. Such a system lacks transparency in the provenance of the
components [36] and makes it difficult to identify the root cause of
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incidents on the shopfloor [26]. While the HITL task optimization
in the post-development phases of industrial CPS are being studied
by researchers (e.g., automation-assisted inspection process [2]),
the operations management for OOE process are underinvestigated.

2.3

DevOps

Workflow management in industry is usually coordinated using
an (on-premise) issue tracking system provided by the information
system that oversees the project (i.e., Enterprise Resource Planning;
ERP). In software development projects, issue reporting is an important artifact to enable social interaction among developers [6]
and to build a common knowledge-base for problem resolution [10],
as there are a plethora of proprietary and open-source software
(OSS) issue tracker products implementing different principles and
features [19]. The important thing here is that an issue is closely
tied to a particular version of the source code, and likewise, an OOE
task is (only) required at a specific state of the shopfloor. For this
reason, distributed version control (DVC), such as Git and Mercurial, is widely adopted by OSS projects leveraging the cohesive
and isolated development with branches and merges [5], which can
be further integrated with the issue management. In this context,
various code hosting platforms (e.g., GitHub) are facilitating pullbased development [23] with workflow support tools including
code review systems and integrated issue tracking systems.
Furthermore, the concept of a Continuous Integration/Continuous
Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline has been widely recognized to promote
collaborations across (multiple) software developers and service
operators (i.e., “Dev” and “Ops”) [22] at the building, testing, deployment, and monitoring stages in the lifecycle of modern software
services. A CI/CD pipeline continuously executes integration of
distributed development processes using DVC as well as automated
testing and verification by CI tools [15] and deliver the (software)
artifact to its operational environment [16] (e.g., cloud infrastructure). Here, another concept called Infrastructure as code (IaC) has
emerged to automate iterative provisioning, deployment, and management of computing infrastructure across physical, virtual, and
cloud environments [3], which are the integral part for continuous
delivery of software applications.
NetDevOps is a newly evolving concept that adopts DevOps principles to network engineering and operations to foster the agility
and innovation of network configuration and management.It often
leverages Software-Defined Network (SDN) to provide conventionally fixed network functions in a virtualized environment, i.e.,
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) technologies on generic
telecommunications hardware [31]. Our CI/CD pipeline can be
further extended to include NetDevOps for commissioning the
network infrastructure.
Our work is inspired by the pull-based development model and
the CI/CD pipeline concept with IaC to manage OOE tasks. Distinguishing our proposal from related work [9, 28, 48] as well as
the two large research projects COSMOS 1 and ADEPTNESS 2 that
also investigate application of DevOps to industrial cyber-physical
systems, our research scope focuses on the engineers who perform
OOE tasks and the coordination of their executions.
1 See

2 See

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/957254
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/871319
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Figure 3: Stakeholders, phases, and artifacts in industrial CPS development workflow coordinated through a CI/CD pipeline.

3

CI/CD PIPELINE FOR ENGINEERING TASKS

In this section, we present the core proposal of our research and elaborate on the methodology of applying the CI/CD pipeline concept
to the development workflow management as shown in Figure 3.

3.1

Task Description

One of the major challenges to apply CI/CD pipelines to industrial
CPS is that most OOE tasks can only be fulfilled by domain-specific
HITL methodologies. The integration of the tasks cannot be fully
planning
• Floor
• Firmware
automated
because
the required
tasks conceptually •differ
in differControl
logic
Mounting
spec
•
• Hardware
ent disciplines. To mediate between
the tasks
and CI/CD
pipelines,
• Parameter
• Wiring
• Calibration
we propose
to describe the tasks
using Thing Description
(TD [30])
configuration
Documenting
•
from the W3C Web of Things (WoT) Architecture •[33].
WoT
and
Flow
aggregation
TD have been developed to counter the fragmentation of protocols
and interfaces of both virtual and physical entities (i.e., Things) in
CPS.
A TD provides a machine-readable description about capabilities
of a Thing with property, action, and event of the thing, and is not
required to be hosted by the corresponding physical components
themselves. This allows to use TDs to not only interface with tasks
that can be systematically observed with existing automation tools,
but also to integrate conceptual tasks that are (today) executed by
humans – TD-described tasks as proxy for human agents (e.g., an
expert electrician) and their actions. This feature of TDs would
even allow creation of sub-tasks, updating the description of the
task, and reassignment of the task to other human experts through
the interface defined in the TD.
For example, a task to verify a power cable is connected between
plugs A and B can be described as the TD shown in Listing 1. TDdescribed tasks can be serialized into the JSON-LD [32] format
to benefit from the @context to semantically annotate the task
and its required actions with the engineering tools by domainspecific knowledge models or vocabularies, such as ECLASS for
manufacturing tools and planning data, SAREF [11] for smart appliances, SOSA/SSN [25] for sensors and actuators, and so forth. The

actions (e.g., documenting the manual work conducted, uploading
the video of the task, creating additional engineering data files, etc.)
are consumed by WoT client applications to support the engineers
to fulfill the tasks.

3.2

Lifecycle of Tasks

Lifecycle of the TD-described tasks in the CI/CD pipeline has the following six steps as depected in Figure 4. Note that we use GitHub as
the Git hosting platform, ECLASS [17] as the semantic vocabulary,
and AutomationML (AML) [14] as the engineering data format to
planning
explain
the steps
(i.e., the concept still applies to alternative choices:
• Process
workflow
• PnP and
GitLab
UNSPSC for managing YANG [7], for instance). The CI
toolmanagement
on GitHub can be implemented as Actions3 and Docker.

• Monitoring

3.2.1 Extraction of tasks in the Git repository if the corresponding
TD does not exist or is outdated in the main branch. Tasks will be
extracted from an AutomationML file on the pull event to the main
branch of the repository. The task extraction process utilizes the
topological hierarchy and the interlink between objects in AML,
for example.
3.2.2 Creation of the extracted task in the previous steps. When
a new task extraction is detected, the CI tool automatically creates a new branch in the Git repository and commits the TD describing the task in the branch. For engineers to interact with
the pipeline – especially, but not only for monitoring tasks in
CI/CD – the new branch represents the task need to be fulfilled
by engineers by instantiating the TD with an IRI (e.g., on GitHub,
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/...).
3.2.3 Assignment of the newly created task/branch to the designated person with the required criteria of the task. Using the ECLASS
category linked in the TD, the CI tool identifies the right person to
assign the task. The assignment is completed by creating an Issue
on GitHub and assign users (i.e., the domain experts or technicians
with the corresponding role on GitHub) to the task.
3 See

https://docs.github.com/en/actions
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Figure 4: Overview of an OOE task lifecycle as a TD in a CI/CD pipeline.
3.2.4 Execution of the task. This step is completed by the designated person manually fulfilling the (physical) task and consuming
the actions of the TD through a WoT client application.
3.2.5 Validation of the task. Completion of the actions triggers
the CI tools to run automatic tests. On GitHub, Checks4 can be
used to monitor the TD properties after running the CI tool in
Workflowas shown in Listing 2.
3.2.6 Resolution of the task. At the end of the task lifecycle, the
CI tools creates a Pull Request (PR) to merge the task branch to the
main branch assigning another technician to review the change.
This step can only be available if all the automated tests in the
previous step are executed and pass the check conditions. With the
manual approval of the PR, the task is resolved so that the main
branch contains the TD-described task representing the corresponding task has been fulfilled on the shopfloor.

Listing 1: A Thing Description example of the power cable
wiring task extracted and created from an AutomationML
file.
1

" @context ": [
" https :// www . w3 . org /2019/ wot / td / v1 " ,

2

{" ooe ": " https :// devops . autoidlabs . ch / ooe #"}

3
4

],

5

" @id ": " https :// raw . githubusercontent . com /... " ,

6

" title ": " ConnectPLCPowerSupply " ,

7

" @type ": " ooe : AMLInstallationTask " ,

8

" properties ": {
" status ": { " @type ": " ooe : TaskStatus " , ...}} ,

9
10

" actions ": {
" document ": {

11

" @type ": " ooe : InstallationDocument " ,

12

... ,

13

},

14

3.3

Virtual Engineering

Virtual Engineering (VE) is a concept specific to industrial CPS and
advocates the iterative design and testing of automation systems
on virtual builds [44]. Consider, if the motion controller demands a
tolerance towards vibrations passed up from the base platform, the
commissioning of the motion controller might be constrained by
the robot’s mounting condition. Such verification can be performed
by simulation of the physical behaviour in Modelica or Simulink
to test the capability of the component by virtually commissioning
it before the deployment. For example, calibration of parameters
in a field device’s sensors and actuators validates the functional
requirement of the device. With TDs, the CI/CD model can switch
the pipeline between the actual components and their simulated
“twins”, which can also extend this VE method.
4 See

https://docs.github.com/en/rest/reference/checks

15

}

Semantic annotations of TDs facilitate cross-domain semantic
interoperability throughout the CI/CD pipelines by supporting
the diversity in the domain-specific knowledge with the external
knowledge models. This linked data nature enables reasoning on
the semantic models, which can also be utilized to validate the task
workflows. In addition, since W3C WoT emphasizes the usage of
hypermedia-based uniform interfaces [21], linking TDs to existing
CI tools would work effectively – the CI/CD pipeline can be constructed through the TD interaction model based on compatible
APIs. The TDs also enable the pipeline to communicate with industrial communication frameworks to access information on the
shopfloor, for instance by leveraging the binary opc.tcp protocol
binding or through RESTful extensions to OPC UA [24].
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4

INFRASTRUCTURE AS CODE

In addition to the CI/CD pipeline, another key ingredient is the code
to describe the industrial CPS infrastructure to bring the OOE to the
DevOps ecosystem. As discussed in Section 2, OOE span different
disciplinary domains with a diverse set of tools. The extraction step
in the task lifecycle requires machine-readable data files containing
the OOE information to manage their development under DVC. To
this end, the most practical way is to use existing tools to configure
the files. In the rest of this section, we analyze several data exchange
formats and relevant technologies for the OOE information related
to the disciplines presented in Table 1.

4.1

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

AutomationML (AML, IEC 62714 [29]) is the most common data
exchange format to describe offline engineering information in
mechanical and electrical engineering domains such as topology,
geometry, kinematics, behavior, and sequencing information for
field devices. AML follows the object-oriented paradigm encapsulating different aspects of plant components as data objects. Based
on Computer Aided Engineering Exchange (CAEX) meta model
to describe the vendor-independent requirements, the capabilities,
the interfaces, and the topology of components with semantic models [12]. Thus, AML files can be translated into knowledge graphs
for verification and validation of the content [41]. With semantic
integration of heterogeneous information models and tools, the VE
method can automate the formal verification of the heterogeneous
models of the programs that are executed by Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs), e.g. with PLCopen XML stored in AML [44].
In addition, Asset Administration Shell (AAS [13], under development as IEC 63278-1) and its open-source implementations5
are designed to provide access to information about plant components (e.g., AML, PDF documents, etc.) through a standardized API,
integrating the field devices in the digital twin context [48] The
AAS can also be used in our approach to interact with the system
components information through as both TDs and AAS have the
HTTP/1.1 interface.

4.2

Facilities and Network Engineering

In the building automation (BA) domain, construction, components,
and their network are stored in Building Information Model (BIM) [4].
BIM data can be developed with CAD tools and enhanced by adding
description of the BA installation using the domain ontologies, such
as Brick and ifcOWL6 . The two communication protocols BACnet
and KNX7 as well as their IP extensions (BACnet/IP and KNXnet/IP)
are prominently used to interconnect the BA components throughout the entire facility.
Network engineers have traditionally relied on command-line
interfaces to manage the configuration of network appliances, but
this is error-prone and does not scale. This has led to the adoption of configuration management protocols (e.g., NETCONF [18])
and data modeling languages (e.g., YANG [7]) to describe the configuration and status of network appliances, interfaces, and the
5 See

https://github.com/admin-shell-io/aasx-package-explorer
https://brickschema.org/ and https://technical.buildingsmart.org/
7 See http://www.bacnet.org/ and https://www.knx.org/
6 See
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notification types so that the network configuration can be automated. Industrial networks are often multi-tiered, formed by a
combination of TCP/IP, Industrial Ethernet (e.g., EtherCAT), and
classical fieldbuses (e.g., MODBUS over RS-485). The communication bus needs to be established to enable the devices to join the
local network while considering Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, including IEC/IEEE 60802 Industrial Automation profile for
Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) capability in the data link layer,
and such network management is also possible through TDs [45].
At the time of writing, the OPC Field Level Communication (FLC)
initiative8 is working on the OPC Field eXchange (FX) standards
to extend the OPC UA information model to the field level by describing functional entities and connection managers of devices
and controllers with AML.

4.3

Software Engineering

For the Software Engineering aspect of IaC, existing DevOps toolchains can be leveraged in principle. A plethora of cloud infrastructure solutions for virtualization and containerization, for instance
Docker and Kubernetes can be seamlessly integrated into our proposed CI/CD pipeline not only for implementing the CI tools but
also deploying the artifacts in the system. Finally, the popular IaC
orchestration technologies such as Ansible9 can be the part of the CI
tools to automate the configuration deployment and provisioning
of the software components and their runtime environments.

5

PROOF OF CONCEPT

We applied the proposed CI/CD pipeline to a mock manufacturing
plant in our research group’s laboratory environment. The system
involves the OOE of tasks for a processing cell consisting of a 7DoF robotic arm and its controller, a power distributor, and their
networking using GitHub, AML, YANG, and ECLASS as seen in
Figure 1. The AML file was annotated with the ECLASS vocabularies to associate with the related disciplinary roles. The semantic
representation of AML was generated by the CI tool implemented
with AMLEngine2.110 to be executed on Windows self-hosted runners11 for GitHub Action. The CI tool detects the AML file on
push events on the Git repository, analyzes required tasks to integrate every AML component by traversing the topology of objects
and interlinks using the AutomationML Ontology 12 , and create the
TD-described tasks. In a similar manner, the CI tool can extract network configuration tasks from a YANG file for the Ethernet switch
connected to the controller through the distribution frame of the
building and deploys the configuration with Ansible. A simple WoT
client was implemented to serve a command-line user interface to
interact with the created tasks for documenting the manual tasks
conducted through the action of TDs via the HTTP/1.1 protocol
binding.
With this mock system, we verify the multi-disciplinary OOE
task coordination can be achieved by the proposed CI/CD pipeline
8 See

https://opcfoundation.org/flc/
https://www.ansible.com/
https://github.com/AutomationML/AMLEngine2.1
11 See https://docs.github.com/en/actions/hosting-your-own-runners/
12 See https://github.com/i40-Tools/AutomationMLOntology
9 See

10 See
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with TDs. In creating the prototypical DevOps platform for OOE integration in the operations processes, we benefit from the following
aspects of DevOps in industrial CPS:
• The DevOps platform supports the management of tasks
fulfilled by engineers of different disciplinary domains as a
central axis to coordinate the resolution of dependencies in
the infrastructure.
• By representing the tasks as Thing Description in the JSONLD format, the tasks can be managed in the same DVC
ecosystem as the machine-readable engineering data exchange formats.
• The knowledge graph and semantic annotations in the OOE
data and the task descriptions establish interoperability and a
cross-domain knowledge exchange during the development.
• The systematic mechanism of the CI/CD pipeline contributes
to freeing engineers from the anxiety of creating unexpected
points of failures and to help identifying missing steps in the
operations processes.
• Our approach is platform-agnostic by using file-based aggregation of the heterogeneous information models and TDs as
proxy for the HITL methodologies in OOE tasks.
Listing 2: A GitHub Workflow to run the CI for AML files.
1

on : push

2

jobs :

3

aml - task - extraction :

4

runs - on : [ self - hosted , x64 , windows -2019]

5

steps :

6
7
8
9

- uses : actions / checkout@v2
- uses : ./. github / actions / aml - task - extractor
task - creation :
runs - on : [ self - hosted , linux ]

10

needs : aml - task - extraction

11

steps :

12
13
14

- uses : actions / github - script@v4
with :
script : |

15

const script = require ( ' ./ task - composer . js ')

16

console . log ( script ({ github , context }))

6

DISCUSSION AND CHALLENGES

In the course of this research, the technical challenges and open
research questions of the proposed method were identified.
Automatic extraction of the tasks from the heterogeneous data
exchange format requires the CI tools implemented specific to the
local context of the shopfloor. By implementing a task extraction
process in a CI tool, it can describe “what components require what
task”, but the logic composition needs to incorporate expert knowledge and dynamic environmental factors. To this end, the CI tool
development should also be integrated in a CI/CD pipeline, supporting the composition process of the logic with knowledge models.
For assisting domain experts in constructing knowledge models
(e.g., OWL class expressions for AML object data), a semi-automated
concept learning system may be useful [27].
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From a project owner’s point of view, the main concern is to manage the progress of OOE workflows across the shopfloor, but the
number of tasks completed based on the engineering data stored in
the repository does not necessarily reflect the actual situation. Such
discrepancies can be caused by incomplete task coverage or missing engineering data or verification conditions. A mechanism to
enhance the completeness of the OOE needs further investigation.
Finally, knowledge documentation itself is a tedious task [39].
In order to effectively integrate the manual work of engineers, we
need to consider the HCI aspects of WoT client applications to
interact with the tasks described in TDs. Such improvements can
reduce the anticipated total cycle time of a task.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We investigated the use of DevOps to support the offline and online
engineering of industrial CPS. Concretely, the aim was to use DevOps to support the work of a multi-disciplinary engineering team
involved in conceptualizing, installing, configuring, and commissioning the components that constitute industrial CPS. Our proposal
brings DevOps to industrial CPS while explicitly acknowledging
the requirements of physical components in such systems, and we
suggested the usage of existing machine-readable data exchange
format to describe the OOE information. Although the extraction
of tasks depends on the data exchange format including its file
schema and encoding, the over-arching approach, i.e., generating
tasks at the integration point of each object in the topology hierarchy and at the interlinking between objects, can be harnessed by
DevOps methodologies to integrate both system components and
multi-disciplinary tasks. As an avenue for future work, we continue
to implement and deploy this idea, and aim to demonstrate the benefits of integrating different development phases across hard- and
software of industrial CPS through DevOps, compared to traditional
approaches.
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